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In this contribution we briefly review the status of current searches for supersymmetry at the Large Hadron Collider, focusing
especially on viable sub-TeV colored superpartners which can appear in nonstandard scenarios. The presented material covers
mostly signals that do not crucially rely on the presence of large missing transverse momentum, with special emphasis on R-parity
violating supersymmetry. For some scenarios the prospects for the next run of the Large Hadron Collider and future machines are
also presented.
1. Missing Transverse Momentum,
Missing Supersymmetry
Supersymmetry is the leading candidate for physics beyond
the Standard Model of particle physics. It is currently subject
to a very long list of experimental searches that try to use the
high-energy collisions of the LHC beams to identify the pro-
duction of new supersymmetric particles. So far the search for
SUSY has generated a statistically [1] large number of papers
in which any evidence of new physics has not been shown.
Generically, searches for SUSY give bounds on the mass of
colored superpartners [2]. Consider
𝑀SUSY > 1TeV. (1)
In this contribution, we review the qualitative aspects of the
searches that have been carried out by the experiments and
the possible consequences of these results for our picture of
supersymmetry as the theory for physics at the TeV scale.
Searches for new physics are usually conducted by search-
ing for final states containing some combination of
jets, leptons, photons, and mET. (2)
Jets, leptons, and photons are, roughly speaking, the mea-
surable objects that are devised to capture the concepts of
an energetic quark or gluon, an isolated electron or muon,
and a nonvirtual photon that are used to describe high-
energy scattering in terms of a Lagrangian. mET is, instead,
a nonmeasurable object that is defined “by contrast” as the
imbalance of momentum in the plane orthogonal to the col-
liding beams. Since momentum is known to be conserved to
very high accuracy, we think thatmET is a consequence of the
production of particles that do not interact with the detector
materials. One example of a source of mET is indeed the neu-
trino, whichwas originally observed as a violation ofmomen-
tum conservation in radioactive decays. As the neutrino his-
tory demonstrates, the presence of mET above the expected
level due to detector imperfections is quite noticeable and
immediately suggests the production of particles experienc-
ing onlyweak interactions [3]. In the StandardModel the only
noninstrumental source of mET is the production of neu-
trinos, which is not very abundant when compared to most
other processes, especially when involving strong interac-
tions. For this reason a signal with mET is quite easy to spot
over backgrounds, which is why mET is in bold typeface
in (2). Because of this experimentally striking nature, most
experiments looking for SUSY at particle colliders search for
large mET signals. Furthermore, these large mET signals are
also predicted by most supersymmetric models, especially
those that can provide a Dark Matter candidate. Building on
these experimental and theoretical arguments, all large mET
searches build their strength (and their weakness at the same
time) on the fact that in the production of supersymmetric
particles one forcedly produces also purely weakly interacting
stable particles that give rise to mET. For these reasons we
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can (somewhat provocatively) dub the present searches for
supersymmetry as “searches for supersymmetric Dark Matter
in the decay of colored superpartners.”
While this summary of the scope of the present searches
might be a bit too hasty, it renders well the actual reach of
the present results from the LHC. In fact for most searches
if one considers signal cross sections lower than those of
colored particles themass reach quickly vanishes. Similarly as
one reduces the amount of missing transverse momentum in
the signal events the mass reach quickly drops as well. These
two axes, reduction of cross section and reduction of missing
transverse momentum, are the two main handles that are
typically involved when light supersymmetric particles evade
present bounds.
2. Sub-TeV Colored Superpartners
The stringent bounds that emerge from the experimental
results of the first run of the LHC are certainly a motivation,
and a valuable chance, to reconsider ourmotivation for SUSY
at the TeV scale as well as our approach to the search of its
signals.
A common element of the vast majority of searches is the
fact that in each new physics event containing supersymmet-
ric particles the scattering reaction has to be of the type
𝑝𝑝 󳨀→ SUSY 󳨀→ 𝜒𝜒 + SM, (3)
where 𝜒 denotes a generic weakly interactingmassive particle
that gives rise to mET. Of course if the intermediate super-
symmetric states that mediate reaction equation (3) have
reduced cross section, their search will be more difficult and
the constraints from present searches would be looser. In this
contribution we do not consider this type of ways out of the
current bounds from the LHC.These situations with reduced
cross section for the new physics colored states are typical in
models with Dirac Gauginos, which are covered elsewhere in
this volume. Instead, we want to consider the possibility of
different types of SUSY models where the typical signal does
not feature sources of mET beyond those of the SM, that is,
in reactions of the type
𝑝𝑝 󳨀→ SUSY 󳨀→ SM. (4)
These two scatterings in (3) and (4) differ most impor-
tantly in the amount of mET that they generate. In fact in
the case of scatterings of type equation (4) no sources of
mET beyond the StandardModel are expected. At the level of
theoretical description, the difference between SUSY models
giving rise to reactions of type equations (3) and (4) is in
the amount of discrete symmetries that one imposes on the
model. Therefore the exploration of both types of signals is
needed as it is very informative about the symmetries of the
new physics. The symmetry structure of the two classes of
models differs in the aspects outlined in what follows. Taking
the Lagrangian of the Standard Model and extending it to
respect SUSY one would obtain the following gauge invariant
superpotential interactions in addition to the usual MSSM
superpotential:
𝑊RPV = 𝜆
󸀠󸀠
𝑢
𝑐
𝑑
𝑐
𝑑
𝑐
+ 𝜆
󸀠
𝐿𝑄𝑑
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These interactions violate baryon number (𝜆󸀠󸀠) or lepton
number (𝜆, 𝜆󸀠, and 𝜇󸀠). Without advocating a specific origin
of these couplings one expects that, once R-parity is broken,
all the interactions are generated and both baryon number
and lepton number are violated, which is very dangerous
in view of the stringent bounds on the conservation of
these quantities [21]. The extension of the Standard Model
to respect supersymmetry ends up altering the acciden-
tal symmetries of the Standard Model through these new
Yukawa interactions andmassmixings. In the past, these new
interactions havemostly been regarded as a source of trouble,
as they make it hard for the model to not be in contrast with
experiments. For this reason, a symmetry called R-parity has
been put by hand in the model that we usually call Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). R-parity, killing
the interactions in (5), forbids the lightest superpartner to
decay and hence provides a stable particle which, if weakly
interacting, might be a Dark Matter candidate. (Although
a weakly interacting particle of mass around the Fermi
scale is no longer available as a Dark Matter candidate in
RPV models, it is worth mentioning that other Dark Matter
candidates exist in thesemodels. One example is the decaying
gravitino found in bilinear RPV scenarios, where 𝜇󸀠 is the
only nonzero RPV coupling [22, 23]. One other example is
a stable gravitino in models of baryonic RPV, where only 𝜆󸀠󸀠
is nonzero.This gravitino would follow the same dynamics of
the usual R-parity conserving gravitino [24] and might easily
be heavy enough to suppress proton decay below the current
limits [25, 26]. Furthermore axions and particles related to it
through supersymmetry could be Dark Matter candidates as
well.)This particle is𝜒 in the above equation and is the source
of mET around which the vast experimental program for
SUSY searches has been built.
Taking a step back in the path that leads from SUSY to
mET and Dark Matter we can choose to cope with the new
interactions in (5) in a different way. In Section 2.2.1, we
discuss which theoretical ideas could provide an approximate
symmetry that puts these interactions under theoretical con-
trol, still not putting them to zero. In Section 2.2 we explore
the observable consequences that a nonvanishing coupling
in (5) would have at the LHC experiments.
2.1. Stealth and Compressed SUSY. In some cases reactions
equations (3) and (4) might be very hard to distinguish,
because of the elusive nature of the 𝜒 particles. As invisible
particles they can only be observed by “contrast” looking at
the entire set of particles produced in the reaction and impos-
ing on them some kind of momentum conservation law.This
means that every time that 𝜒 does not carry large momentum
it might be very difficult to observe the effects of its produc-
tion.
A typical case where 𝜒 gives less observable signals than
the ones targeted in standard searches is “stealth” supersym-
metry. To understand what it is, we look at the kinematics of
a two-body decay. Consider
𝐴 󳨀→ 𝑏𝑐. (6)
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Conservation of 4-momentum implies that in the rest frame
of the parent particle
𝐸
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(7)
which is the usual monochromatic energy of a two-body
decay product in the rest frame of the decaying particle. The
same conservation of 4-momentum can also be rewritten in
the form of two opposite 3-momenta ?⃗?
𝑏
= −?⃗?
𝑐
with equal
magnitudes. One has
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where 𝜆(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝑥2 + 𝑦2 + 𝑧2 − 2𝑥𝑦 − 2𝑥𝑧 − 2𝑦𝑧 is a
measure of the available phase-space of the decay. As can be
seen from these simple kinematical considerations, when the
decay happens close to a degeneracy 𝑚
𝐴
≃ 𝑚
𝑏
+ 𝑚
𝑐
the 3-
momenta of the particles 𝑏 and 𝑐 are suppressed. Consider
𝑝
𝑏
≃ (𝑀
𝑏
, 0)
𝑝
𝑐
≃ (𝑀
𝑐
, 0) .
(9)
This situation arises when the spectrum is “compressed”; that
is, the masses are almost too heavy to close the phase-space
of the decay. In general this situation gives rise to small 3-
momenta particle 𝐴 rest frame, but 3-momenta may be large
once the decay is observed in a frame with a large enough
boost from the𝐴 rest frame.This means that if a new physics
signal generically gives little mET because of “compression”
of the spectrum, one can in principle try to observe events
with larger boosts in order to increase the amount of mET
observed in the events. However, there are cases in which
changing frame does not help. In fact, if one of the two parti-
cles ismoremassive than the other all the energy of the decay-
ing particle 𝐴 is transferred to the mass of the heavy particle,
whereas the momenta of the decay products are comparably
smaller. Consider
𝑝heavy = {𝑀 + 𝑂 (𝜖) , 𝜖}
𝑝light = {𝜖, 𝜖} .
(10)
In this situation, the emission of the light particle in the decay
can be pictured as almost unnoticeable soft emission in the
conversion of the decaying particle into the heavy daughter
particle. Although we derived the kinematics of this decay in
the rest frame of 𝐴, the latter statement holds as well in the
laboratory frame, as the Lorentz transformation of 𝑝light will
again give a vector of negligible momentum compared to the
Lorentz transformation of 𝑝heavy.
The presence of a light invisible particle in the spectrum
canbe achieved relatively easily [27], for instance, in scenarios
of gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking or any scenario
with low scale of mediation of supersymmetry breaking
where the gravitino can be much lighter than the other
superpartners or in scenarios in which the lightest neutralino
is nearlymassless. In these circumstances, due to its lightness,
it is very hard to tell apart eventswhere𝜒 is present from those
where it is not. For this reason, it is very difficult to reject Stan-
dardModel events and retain new physics ones on the basis of
the measured missing transverse momentum. In these cases,
it is also difficult to understand whether the new physics
reaction belongs to type equations (3) and (4). However, as
we discuss in the next section, (4) can be identified thanks to
other distinctive features, such as the presence of new directly
measurable resonances in the new physics event.
2.2. R-Parity Violation. As explained above, mET is a very
powerful discriminator of physics beyond the Standard
Model, due to the relatively low rates of events produced by
StandardModel physics with largemET. A similarly powerful
discriminator of new physics events is electrons and muons
that are at the same time relatively infrequent final states in
Standard Model physics and are also very clean to measure.
This implies that when one or more among the couplings
𝜆, 𝜆󸀠, 𝜇󸀠 in (5) are nonzero, the lightest superpartner can
decay through these interactions. In general, the decay of
the lightest superpartner through these interactions will sys-
tematically produce charged leptons as these couplings break
lepton number. The result is that when the lepton number
violating couplings are important for the decay of the lightest
superpartner, new physics events give rise to processes of the
type
𝑝𝑝 󳨀→ SUSY 󳨀→ many leptons + 𝑋. (11)
For these processes we have very stringent bounds [2] and
generically the masses of the superpartners end up being
constrained to be at the TeV scale or higher. In view of these
bounds from leptonic final states, lepton number violating
couplings are of no help if one is trying to explain why sub-
TeV SUSY has not been observed in experiments at the TeV
scale (see, e.g., [28] for possible exceptions).
A more intriguing possibility is given by the baryon
number violating coupling
𝜆
󸀠󸀠
𝑖𝑗𝑘
⋅ 𝑢
𝑐
𝑖
𝑑
𝑐
𝑗
𝑑
𝑐
𝑘
, (12)
which breaks baryon number but conserves leptons number
and per se does notmediate proton decay.When this coupling
dominates the decay of the lightest superpartner, we expect
purely hadronic final states to appear from the production of
new supersymmetric states. One has
𝑝𝑝 󳨀→ SUSY 󳨀→ hadrons. (13)
These final states are very frequent in Standard Model scat-
terings, owing to the hadronic nature of the initial state of the
LHC collisions and to the strength of hadronic interactions.
Therefore the discovery of new physics in this type of final
states is considerably more challenging than in most other
final states.This is true even after taking into account that the
absence of sources of mET from physics beyond the Standard
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Model opens the possibility of searching for new states
through resonance searches. A nice example that displays this
fact is squark production. Consider
𝑝𝑝 󳨀→ 𝑞𝑞 󳨀→ 𝑞𝑞𝜒𝜒 (R-parity Conserving)
versus 𝑝𝑝 󳨀→ 𝑞𝑞 󳨀→ 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 (R-parity Violating) .
(14)
Despite the possibility of reconstructing a resonance from the
decay 𝑞 → 𝑞𝑞, the RPV scenario is very loosely bounded,
especially for the most interesting mass range𝑚
𝑞
∼ 100GeV
[5, 29]. If one is interested in just heavy flavor squark states,
as a naturalness argument would want them to be the lightest
squarks, then no bound exists for 𝑚
?̃?
> 100GeV. The stop
squark example shows very clearly that sub-TeV superpart-
ners are still allowed when R-parity is not imposed on the
MSSM.However it must be stressed that baryonic RPV SUSY
has some interesting bounds from the LHC. For instance,
the searches for objects such as the gluino can exploit the
richer and more structured final state that originates from
the gluino decay, which produces a multijet resonance. This
search has been the subject of several interesting experimen-
tal and theoretical developments in the recent times. For
instance, the possibility to use jet-substructure techniques
to deal with multijet signals that appear in a final state of
unknown (and in general not fixed) multiplicity from the
gluino decay has been explored in [15]. These techniques
might also be useful to reach the very faint signals that would
originate from squark decay as in (14) [30]. Another front of
recent progress has to do with the use of heavy flavor tagging
inmultijet searches. In fact,most theories that explain the ori-
gin of the RPV couplings predict peculiar dependences of the
couplings on the flavor of the quark. These predictions [25,
31–34] (see also [25] for exceptions to the MFV prediction)
tend to favor heavy flavor final states and certain searches
for RPV SUSY are already covering the space of possible
flavor signatures of the different models [11]. In this case the
information about the presence of heavy flavor final states in
the decay of new physics particles can make the difference
between attaining a discovery and a boundon the faint signals
of light RPV stops [35].
2.2.1. Origin of the RPV Couplings. When R-parity is not
imposed, one needs to find a dynamical mechanism that
makes the RPV couplings small enough to avoid excessive
baryon or lepton number violation. Barring the option of just
assuming that these couplings are small by accident (although
this “feature” would be preserved by nonrenormalization of
the superpotential), one interesting possibility to control the
size of the RPV couplings is to associate themwith the break-
ing of the flavor symmetries of the Standard Model. In fact if
one takes the masses of the fermions of the Standard Model
and put them to zero, then the Standard Model Lagrangian
acquires a large flavor symmetry that redefines, for instance,
the flavor up, charm, and top of the right handed up-type
quark fields. Similar symmetries exist for all the fermions of
the Standard Model and overall there is a
𝑆𝑈 (3)
6
= 𝑆𝑈 (3)
𝑄
⊗ 𝑆𝑈 (3)
𝑢
⊗ 𝑆𝑈 (3)
𝑑
⊗ 𝑆𝑈 (3)
𝐿
⊗ 𝑆𝑈 (3)
𝑒
⊗ 𝑆𝑈 (3)]
(15)
symmetry that one can impose on the supersymmetric
extensions of the Standard Model and that would make all
the interactions of (5) [31, 32] vanish. In this way, the size of
the RPV couplings is connected to the breaking of the flavor
symmetry and hence to the masses of the fermions that are
involved in the interaction. The generic prediction of com-
plete models is
𝜆
󸀠󸀠
𝑖𝑗𝑘
∼ 𝑓CKM ⋅ (
𝑚
𝑢𝑖
𝑚
𝑑𝑗
𝑚
𝑑𝑘
𝑚
3
𝑡
)
𝛼
, (16)
where 𝑓CKM is a factor from the CKM matrix that tends to
suppress couplings involving different generations of quarks
and 𝛼 = 1 in the most simple models but 𝛼 < 1 is attainable
as well [25]. The predictions of these models, especially the
minimal models where 𝛼 = 1, tend to favor the production of
heavy quark jets. In light of these predictions the experimen-
tal exploration [11, 35] of flavored final states from the decay
of RPV SUSY states is certainly very motivated.
3. Current Searches and Prospects for
the LHC 14 TeV Run and Beyond
Thepresence of a stable invisible particle at the bottomof each
decay chain of supersymmetric particles is the very reason for
large mET signals expected in supersymmetric models. The
large mET is usually a powerful discriminator to reject back-
grounds; however, in some occasions other features of the sig-
nal can be helpful as well. For instance, in some cases we can
derive from first principles an approximate shape of the dis-
tribution of some observable. A classic example is the shape
of a Breit-Wigner resonancewhich can be effectively searched
over a smoothly falling background. This has been the case,
for instance, of the observation of the Higgs boson decay into
two photons (up to the fact that due to resolution effects the
shape is actually closer to a gaussian than to a Breit-Wigner).
Supersymmetric models with stable invisible particles
unfortunately donot usually benefit from this type of searches
because the invisible particles carry away momentum and it
is not possible to use them in the reconstruction of the Breit-
Wigner resonance. In presence of invisible particles, it is still
possible to exploit features of multiparticles invariant masses
[36–38] or single particle properties [39, 40]. However, such
methods are useful only in searches for specific scenarios [41,
42] and are in generalmore suited to probe themass spectrum
of the model rather than to isolate a signal from the back-
grounds. Amore systematic use of resonant features in super-
symmetric model requires no invisible particles in the final
state of the decays.
As discussed above, invisible supersymmetric particle
arises only as a consequence of having imposed R-parity in
the MSSM. Without this feature of the model, new interac-
tions are present; they are Yukawa couplings of the type in (5)
and in general they canmediate the decay of any superpartner
into a set of states of the Standard Model; for instance,
𝑞 󳨀→ 𝑗𝑗
or 𝑔 󳨀→ 𝑞𝑞 󳨀→ 𝑞𝑞𝑞.
(17)
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Figure 1: Limits on paired dijet production confronted with the production cross section of a single stop quark at the TeVatron [4] (a) and at
the LHC [5] (b). As indicated in the legend, the black solid line represents the excluded cross section for the new physics reaction as a function
of the mass of the new state. The green and yellow bands are the total 1𝜎 and 2𝜎 uncertainties on the exclusion. The predicted cross section
for the new state is indicated by a solid line per each specific new physics model. The model is excluded for each mass choice for which the
predicted cross section is above the exclusion.
These couplings in general have to be small because they
can mediate baryon number or lepton number violating
process such as proton decay or oscillation between neutron
and antineutron or mediate flavor changing neutral currents
processes. Despite their smallness they are crucial to avoid
invisible stable particles in the model. In fact, RPV coupling
of order 10−5 would still be large enough to give a decay 𝜒 →
𝑞𝑞𝑞 with average decay path below 10−6 meters. In what fol-
lows we discuss several simplifiedmodels for RPV supersym-
metry that give rise to resonances, roughly in the order from
lowest multiplicity to higher multiplicity. We concentrate on
baryonic RPV signals, as leptonic RPV is usually very tightly
bounded by the presence of hard leptons in the final states
[43, 44] (scenarios of leptonic RPV where this statement
might not be true have been studied in [28]).
3.1. The (Heavy Flavor) RPV Squark Simplified Model. In this
simplified model, the only light supersymmetric particle that
can be produced viaQCD interaction is a squark (see Table 1).
For this simplified model, the signal consists of 4 jets in
which one can find a resonance from 𝑞 → 𝑗𝑗. This search
is quite challenging as it faces a large QCD background from
multijet events.The 2010 run of the LHC at low instantaneous
luminosity has been very helpful to probe this type of
simplified models as it has provided data with lower trigger
thresholds and lower QCD background rates. Together with
recent CDF results [4], the ATLAS search [45] provides the
best limits of this type of processes at low mass. Recent
bounds from high instantaneous luminosity data have been
put and constrain squarks from 200GeV to 350GeV [5]. The
full collection of limits from this search is reported in Figure 1.
Table 1
BSM particles Production Decay
𝑞 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑞𝑞
∗
𝑞 → 𝑗𝑗
For a single squark the limits so far exclude masses up to
100GeV.
The projection for the exclusion of this simplified model
at the LHC Run 2 and High Luminosity LHC have been
studied in [6], which finds thatmasses from 300GeV to about
1 TeV can be excluded at the end of High Luminosity Run.
For a reliable exclusion at low mass, special care is needed
as the backgrounds become larger and more uncertain. In
[30], the possibility to exploit the lightness of the squarks to
search for the production of highly boosted squarks using
jet-substructure techniques has been studied. The result is
reported in Figure 2 for the expected exclusion if such analysis
would be run on 8TeV LHC data. The estimated exclusion
extends up to 150GeV. Given the nature of this search it is
expected to improve as higher energy machines are available,
as the production of boosted stops will become more abun-
dant.
If the squark is a heavy flavor, more special signals are
expected to arise; for instance,
?̃? 󳨀→ 𝑏𝑗
or ?̃? 󳨀→ 𝑡𝑗.
(18)
The presence of bottom or top quarks in the final state is
a powerful handle to discriminate these signals from the
background and recently bounds have been obtained [5]
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Figure 2: Projected exclusion reach for the LHC Run 2 and
beyond [6] for the RPV squark simplified model. In this picture the
many colored lines represent the expected exclusion under a given
assumption of Jet Energy Scale (JES) uncertainty and background
systematics. For more details on this assumption, we refer to the
original work [6].
exploiting the presence of heavy flavors in the final state.
The bounds are reported in Figure 3 and show an exclusion
between 200GeV and 385GeV. The region between 100GeV
and 200GeV is presently not probed by LHC, due to the
large thresholds needed for trigger and for QCD background
rejection. With an analysis targeted to this region, discovery
should be possible from the CDF bound at 100GeV up to
masses around 200GeV using LHC Run 1 data [30, 35].
Higher energy colliders will be able to extend the discovery
reach beyond 200GeV, as the limitations in this channel arise
mainly from the stop production cross section and not from
the poor knowledge of the background.
3.2. The (Heavy Flavor) RPV Gluino Simplified Model. In
this simplified model, only the gluino is light enough to be
produced in 𝑝𝑝 collisions.The gluino can decay only through
a three-body decay into three fermions, mediated by a virtual
squark. Depending on the mass of the virtual squark, this
might give rise to displaced vertexes, but herewewill consider
the case of prompt decay, which is usually the case for squarks
masses below 1 TeV (see Table 2).
Searches for resonances decaying into 3 light flavor jets
have been conducted at both ATLAS and CMS. For the case
inwhich the 3 jets are resolved, limits are reported in Figure 4,
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Figure 3: Exclusions on the RPV heavy flavor squark simplified
model from the 8 TeV run of the LHC [5]. Color codes are the same
as in Figure 1.
Table 2
BSM particles Production Decay
𝑔 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑔𝑔 𝑔 → 𝑗𝑗𝑗
Table 3
BSM particles Production Decay
𝑔 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑔𝑔
𝑔 → 𝐽
𝑢
𝐽
𝑑
𝐽
𝑑
,
where 𝐽
𝑢
= {𝑡, 𝑐, 𝑗} and 𝐽
𝑑
= {𝑏, 𝑗}
which shows a bound up to about 150GeV [7] and from 200
to about 800GeV [8–10].
If one of the virtual squarks thatmediates the gluino decay
has a preference for coupling to a certain flavor of quarks
the previous simplified model will not capture this feature,
which, as a matter of fact, is rather well justified in concrete
models of RPV supersymmetry. To capture this possibility,
a slightly different simplified model can be considered with
gluino decays to heavy flavors, in suitable flavor combinations
𝑔 → 𝐽
𝑢
𝐽
𝑑
𝐽
𝑑
, where 𝐽
𝑢
= {𝑡, 𝑐, 𝑗} and 𝐽
𝑑
= {𝑏, 𝑗} (see Table 3).
For example, ATLAS puts a bound [46] from 500GeV to
about 1 TeV on the flavor combination 𝑔 → 𝑡𝑏𝑗. A more
extensive exploration of the flavor structure of the 𝐽
𝑢
𝐽
𝑑
𝐽
𝑑
final
state is carried out in [11]. The highest excluded mass varies
depending on the flavor combination assumed for the 𝐽
𝑢
𝐽
𝑑
𝐽
𝑑
final state. In Figure 5, we report the result for zero charm
quarks in the plane of bottom and top branching fraction.
Also for this simplified model, as it was the case for
the RPV squark simplified model, it is particularly tough
to put bounds on light particles. For instance, in [10], the
lowest mass for which it is possible to put a limit is about
400GeV, because of the trigger thresholds. The limitations
arise because the searches try to identify a bump from the
𝑗𝑗𝑗 resonance over a smooth background fromQCDmultijet
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Figure 4: Limits on the gluino RPV simplified model for the resolved jet final state [7–10]. Color codes are the same as in Figure 1.
production. To overcome this restriction, searches that com-
pare counted events with theory of Monte Carlo predictions
have been performed. These “cut and count” searches are in
general not requiring to see a bump or any feature in the
spectrum of multijets events. To improve the robustness of
the search, they normally use data to normalize the expected
number of events in presence of pure background. Neverthe-
less, they rely more than bump searches on the theoretical
prediction of the backgrounds, which makes it more chal-
lenging to obtain reliable bounds. Results from this cut and
count search [15] are reported in Figure 9, where exclusions
from 100GeV upwards are shown. It is remarkable that light
gluinos cross sections are excluded by a large factor, which
should guarantee the exclusion even in presence of large
uncertainties.
It has been pointed out that for RPV Majorana gluino
decaying into heavy flavors it is possible to have a signal with
two hard leptons of equal electric charge [47]. Limits from
this signal have been obtained from the 8 TeV run of the
LHC and exclude masses up to 900GeV [12]. Estimates for
the 14 TeV LHC have been presented in [13] and are reported
in Figure 6. From this analysis, the High Luminosity LHC
should be able to discover a gluino of mass up to 1.6 TeV.
3.3. High-Multiplicity Resonances Simplified Models. Spectra
just slightly richer than those considered above usually give
rise to several jets in the final state of the RPV supersymmet-
ric event. A simple andmotivated variation of the abovemod-
els is the addition of a light neutralino in the simplifiedmodel.
The stop simplified model, for which the search is so difficult
at hadronic machines (see Figure 1), now decays via ordinary
MSSM couplings into a neutralino, which in turn decays to
three jets (see Table 4).
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Table 4
BSM particles Production Decay
?̃?, 𝜒 𝑝𝑝 → ?̃??̃?
∗
?̃? → 𝑡𝜒, 𝜒 → 𝑗𝑗𝑗
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Figure 5: Highest mass excluded at 95% CL in the search for
heavy flavor three-body decay of gluino in RPV supersymmetry [11].
Vertical and horizontal axes indicate the branching fraction into
𝑏 and 𝑡 quarks and the colored boxes indicate the corresponding
highest excluded mass, as indicated by the color coded legend as
well.
Considering this high-multiplicity final state, the dis-
covery reach is much improved. We report in Figure 7 the
estimated discovery and exclusion reach at the High Lumi-
nosity LHC for this simplified model. Masses up to 1.5 TeV
will be excluded by the High Luminosity LHC and discovery
up to 1 TeV will be possible.
Considering in full generality the possible signals that
arise in RPV simplified model one is immediately led to
consider a large number of possible final states. Some example
of spectra that gives rise to large multiplicity is shown in
Figure 8. The spectra in the figure are particularly difficult to
discover because of the heaviness of third generation squarks,
which gives no top quark final states. Explicit searches have
been conducted up 8-jet final state [48] at CMS and up to 7
jets at ATLAS [11]. For highermultiplicities, the typical search
for nonperturbative phenomena such as black-hole forma-
tion [49] is able to capture signal from complex RPV spectra.
The interpretation of these searches in terms of RPV simpli-
fiedmodels has been studied in [14].The result of this recast of
ATLAS [11] and CMS [49] analyses gives exclusions of gluino
masses up to 1 TeV.
In [6], the reach for these more complex simplified
models for 𝑝𝑝 colliders up to 33 TeV has been explored. The
summary of these studies is reported in Table 5.
For these more general final states, it becomes harder
to have reliable predictions for many jets backgrounds. Fur-
thermore when a light supersymmetric particle decays into
many partons it might be hard to resolve each single parton
into a jet. When jets are lost, it also becomes harder to recon-
struct resonances as somemomentum is notmeasured. Addi-
tionally, if one insists on getting a large number of jets from
light particles, then search for a signal in a scarcely populated
region of its ownphase-spacemight be needed, that is, in a tail
of the signals kinematic distributions. In this case, it is usually
harder to have a reliable theoretical prediction of the cross
section of the signal in this particular region of phase-space.
To overcome these difficulties, the use of jet-substructure
techniques has been considered to try to reconstruct reso-
nances in a large radius jet [50–52]. ATLAS has applied this
type of ideas to the search of gluinos decaying into three
jets 𝑔 → 𝑗𝑗𝑗 and has probed mass as low as 100GeV both
with a “skinny” jet analysis and with a “fat” jet analysis.
The results are reported in Figure 9. At the 7 TeV LHC, the
performance of the boosted strategy is comparable to the
traditional search for low gluino mass. However, this search
serves as a first step to validate the fat jet technique, which is
expected to become more and more relevant as machines of
higher energy become available.
3.4. Displaced RPV Supersymmetry. The RPV couplings are
often bounded to be very small to avoid limits on proton
decay, neutron-antineutron oscillations, and other limits [21].
For this reason, it is expected that these couplings must be so
small that they can result in metastable particles whose decay
length can be observed in the detectors, which is usually
possible for average decay paths in the range from 0.01 cm to
10m.
A variety of signals can arise in this scenario [53]. Most of
them would easily escape standard searches for new physics,
which focus on prompt production and decay of the new
particles.
Among the many possible signals explicit bounds from
the experiments exist for the squark-neutralino simplified
model and for the squark LSP simplified model. In some
scenarios, recast bounds [19] are available as well; however,
most of them rely on delicate secondary vertex reconstruc-
tion, whose efficiency is nontrivial to carry from one model
to another. Nevertheless, these recasts fill an important gap
in the current searches. Therefore, they are an important
element for the current status of searches for displaced signals
from RPV supersymmetry.
3.4.1.The Displaced RPV Squark-Neutralino SimplifiedModel.
In the squark-neutralino simplified model, squarks are pro-
duced and then decay to a neutralino, whose decay is dis-
placed, and give rise to jets or leptons, or both, depending on
the RPV couplings that are assumed (see Table 6).
At present, only bounds for LQD [16, 17] and LLE [18]
R-parity violating interactions are given in this simplified
model.The bounds are reported in Figure 10 and they usually
rule out squarks below about 1 TeV for a large range of
detector-size displaced vertexes.
3.4.2. The Displaced RPV Neutralino Simplified Model. This
simplified model is obtained from the previous squark-
neutralino simplifiedmodel when squarks are decoupled (see
Table 7).
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Table 5: The exclusion reach of several RPV SUSY simplified models beyond those discussed in the main text [6].
Coupling Production Final states Search 300fb−1 3 ab−1 33 TeV
LLE122 𝑔/𝑞 → 𝐵 𝑗𝑗 + ℓ
+
ℓ
−
𝜇
+
𝜇
−
+ 𝐸𝑇 Multi-ℓ 3550 4000 8500
?̃? ℓ
+
ℓ
−
𝜇
+
𝜇
−
+ 𝐸𝑇 Multi-ℓ 1800 2300 4400
LLE233 ?̃? → ?̃? 𝑏𝑏𝜏
+
𝜏
−
ℓ
+
ℓ
−
+ 𝐸𝑇 Multi-ℓ 1650 1950 3750
?̃? 𝜏
+
𝜏
−
ℓ
+
ℓ
−
+ 𝐸𝑇 Multi-ℓ 950 1300 2900
LQD232 𝑔 → ?̃? 𝑡𝑡{𝜇+𝑗}{𝜇−𝑗} Multi-ℓ 2500 2800 6300
LQD333 ?̃? {𝜏+𝑏}{𝜏−𝑏} 3G LQ 1300 1650 —
UDD212 ?̃? → 𝐵 𝑡𝑡{𝑗𝑗𝑗}{𝑗𝑗𝑗} ℓ + 𝑛 jets 1200 1650 —
UDD312 ?̃? {𝑗𝑗}{𝑗𝑗} Dijet pairs 750 1070 —
LH3 ?̃? 𝑊+𝑊−𝜏+𝜏− Multi-ℓ 530 610 2800
Table 6
BSM particles Production Decay
𝑞, 𝜒 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑞𝑞
𝑞 󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀→
prompt
𝑞𝜒, 𝜒
LQd𝑐
󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀→
displaced
ℓ𝑗𝑗,
𝜒
LLe𝑐
󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀→
displaced
ℓℓ], 𝜒
𝑢
𝑐
𝑑
𝑐
𝑑
𝑐
󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀→
displaced
𝑗𝑗𝑗
Table 7
BSM
particles Production Decay
𝜒 𝑝𝑝 → 𝜒𝜒 𝜒
LQd𝑐
󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀→
displaced
ℓ𝑗𝑗, 𝜒
LLe𝑐
󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀→
displaced
ℓℓ], 𝜒
𝑢
𝑐
𝑑
𝑐
𝑑
𝑐
󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀→
displaced
𝑗𝑗𝑗
In this simplified model, there is only pure electroweak
production of 𝜒, which gives rise to essentially the same
displaced objects as in the case of Section 3.4.1 above. How-
ever, the cross sections are usually very small, which prevents
obtaining any useful bound.
Despite these difficulties, it has been shown that the
analysis [16] might have a sensitivity to this simplified model.
The analysis of [16] searches for a pair of jets coming from a
common displaced vertex. This signature might be relevant
for 𝐿𝑄𝑑𝑐 and 𝑢𝑐𝑑𝑐𝑑𝑐 mediated decays of the neutralino.
However an interpretation of the cross section limits on these
scenarios is not provided. In Figure 11, we report a recast of
[16] done in [19] formodels that have a long-lived particle that
decays into three partons. The recast crucially depends on an
accurate reproduction of the vertexing performances of CMS;
therefore an interpretation from the CMS experiment would
still be the preferred way to put limits on these scenarios.
Nevertheless, the message from [19] is clear, and bounds up
to almost 800GeV for Higgsinos are expected when they give
rise to a displaced jet pair. Strikingly, these bounds might
be the only bounds from the LHC on RPV Higgsino LSP
scenario.
It should be remarked that this search for displaced jets is
also sensitive to displaced decays of gluinos, which, despite
hadronizing before decaying, should give rise to jets that
are very similar to the ones from the electroweak neutralino
considered here. Limits for the gluino scenario are reported
in Figure 11. The figure also reports recast limits from [19]
for large lifetimes, of the order 0.1/m, where the displaced
jets search is replaced by a search for Heavy Charged Stable
Table 8
BSM particles Production Decay
?̃? 𝑝𝑝 → ?̃??̃?
∗
?̃?
LQd𝑐
󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀→
displaced
𝑏ℓ, ?̃?
𝑢
𝑐
𝑑
𝑐
𝑑
𝑐
󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀󳨀→
displaced
𝑗𝑗
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Figure 8: Possible RPV spectra that give rise to large jet multiplicity
signals with little or no mET, leptons, or photons [14].
Particles [54, 55], which would be the R-hadron that forms
from the long-lived gluinos.
In case of pure electroweak production, the very clean
𝐿𝐿𝑒
𝑐 decay into leptons might give a signal in the analysis for
displaced same-flavor lepton pairs [18], but at present there is
no such interpretation.
3.4.3. The Displaced RPV Squark Simplified Model. For this
simplified model, it is assumed that only squarks are light
enough to be produced (see Table 8).
A search by CMS [20] has used this model to put bounds
on final states where two different flavors leptons from 𝐿𝑄𝑑𝑐
interaction emerge both with large impact parameter. The
results are given in Figure 12 and bounds up to about 800GeV
for one stop squark are obtained.
The selection of the analysis [20] is very inclusive, as it
targets a final state 𝑒𝜇 + 𝑋 and no special requirements are
imposed on𝑋. For this reason, one could expect that signifi-
cant bounds can be extracted for light flavor squarks instead
of stops decaying to 𝑏 quarks, 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑞𝑞 → 𝑞𝜇𝑞𝑒, and for
more complex signatures such as those from the displaced
neutralino studied in previous Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
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[15]. Color codes as in Figure 1.
For hadronic final states that emerge from squark decay
mediated by the 𝑢𝑐𝑑𝑐𝑑𝑐 interaction, there is no explicit inter-
pretation from the experiments searching for displaced jets;
however, as in the cases discussed above, bounds are expected
from a displaced jet search such as [16]. The recast of this
search proposed by [19] is shown in Figure 13 (together with a
typical event display of two largely displaced jets).The results
of the recast show clear potential of exclusion formasses up to
1 TeV.
When the RPV couplings are small enough, the squarks
will decay only after they have formed hadrons. If the squark
is sufficiently long-lived it is best to search for the hadrons
produced in its hadronization. In fact, among the hadrons
formed, one should be very massive compared to ordinary
hadrons and might also be electrically charged. The search
for massive stable charged particles has been carried out at
the LHC [54, 55] and these limits have also been recast [19]
for the scenario of R-hadrons from squark hadronization.The
result of this recast is shown in Figure 13, which suggests that
squarkmasses up to 900GeV should be ruled out by this type
of searches.
4. Conclusions
After the first run of the LHC, the most striking signatures of
TeV-scale supersymmetric particles have not been observed.
The bounds on colored superparticles are particularly strin-
gent and start to seriously challenge the paradigm ofminimal
models of supersymmetry at the weak scale.
Several mechanisms to avoid LHC bounds have been
identified as a reaction to the results of the first run of
the experiments. Among the possible ideas to alleviate this
tension between supersymmetry and experiments, the pos-
sibility of a violation of R-parity emerges as a conceptually
very simple and motivated option. Furthermore in recent
times a new wave of works on the origin of R-parity breaking
couplings [31, 32, 56] has provided new ways to formulate
predictive and realistic supersymmetric model without R-
parity.
In addition to the results coming from the direct explo-
ration of the TeV scale at particle colliders, the results from
DarkMatter searches are also shedding new light on the con-
servation of R-parity in supersymmetricmodels. In fact direct
searches for weakly interactingmassive particles have already
excluded large portions of the parameter space of theminimal
models with conserved R-parity. This motivates alternative
scenarios for Dark Matter, which could easily fit in R-parity
violating models, where light and very weakly interacting
particles naturally emerge as Dark Matter candidates.
The new directions suggested by the results of the LHC
experiments and Dark Matter searches both make super-
symmetric models with broken R-parity a very motivated
scenario for new physics at the TeV scale.
On top of these motivations from experimental and the-
oretical considerations, it is remarkable that the breaking of
R-parity significantly enlarges the set of experimental signa-
tures of new physics.Therefore one can add amore pragmatic
motivation to study R-parity violating models as “signatures
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spectrum for which the cross section indicated in the vertical axis is excluded at 95% Confidence Level under the assumption of the lifetime
indicated in the corresponding horizontal axis. The horizontal lines are predictions for the total production cross section in new physics
scenarios for new physics particles masses as labeled on each panel.
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generators,” whose investigation further widens the scope of
the search for new physics at the LHC.
In this work, we have presented the large body of results
available on the searches for new physics that has been inter-
preted (or can be relevant) for R-parity violating scenarios.
In this large set of results, two examples of the extended
coverage for signals of new physics that has been brought
to the attention of the experiments by the study of R-parity
violating models are multijet resonant signatures and dis-
placed signatures. The latter are a rather interesting example.
In fact, the presence of displaced objects (tracks, leptons, jets,
etc.) in an event is difficult to deal with at the experimental
level. Nevertheless, the experimental difficulties have been
overcome and these signatures in many cases provide the
most stringent mass bounds on the existence of certain
types of new particles. In other cases, such as new particles
that decay promptly to many jets, large improvement has
been obtained thanks to the input from the phenomenology
of R-parity violating models. For instance, the presence of
heavy flavor tags has gained importance in resonant multijet
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searches. Furthermore, the study of these signals has been
useful because it has shown the difficulties that LHC experi-
ments encounterwhen searching for such signals, thus calling
for the development of new strategies to search for new
physics.
The large amount of possible hierarchies of RPV cou-
plings and the several motivated spectra of the new particles
produce a large set of possible signals, some of which is yet to
be captured by the analyses of the LHC experiments, which
leaves more work to be done in the future both in including
new signatures in LHC searches and in developing more
refined ways to highlight new physics signals from the data.
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